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Abstract. The Major Atmospheric Gamma Imaging Cherenkov (MAGIC) telescope
system consists of two imaging atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes (IACTs) and is lo-
cated on the Canary island of La Palma. IACTs are excellent tools to inspect the very-
high-energy (few tens of GeV and above) gamma-ray sky by capturing images of the
air showers, originated by the absorption of gamma rays and cosmic rays by the at-
mosphere, through the detection of Cherenkov photons emitted in the shower. One of
the main factors determining the sensitivity of IACTs to gamma-ray sources, in gen-
eral, is how well reconstructed the properties (type, energy, and incoming direction) of
the primary particle triggering the air shower are. We present how deep convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) are being explored as a promising method for IACT full-event
reconstruction. The performance of the method is evaluated on observational data us-
ing the standard MAGIC Analysis and Reconstruction Software, MARS, and CTLearn,
a package for IACT event reconstruction through deep learning.

1. Introduction

In this contribution, we show how deep learning (DL) algorithms like CNNs are incorporated
into the analysis workflow of the MAGIC telescopes to perform full-event reconstruction. We
also explore the robustness of CNN-based methods, when applying them to real observational
data and compare the sensitivity to the standard analysis of MARS (Zanin et al. 2013; Aleksić
et al. 2016). The DL workflow consists of three main building bricks (see Fig. 1). The Monte
Carlo (MC) simulations and observational data are processed by the MARS software. A com-
plementary macro translate crucial information into uproot1-readable branches (Pivarski et al.
2021). Then, the DL1-Data-Handler2 (Kim et al. 2020) (DL1DH) assembles several data lev-
els from the standard approach and unifies them in a common data format in HDF5 designed for

1https://github.com/scikit-hep/uproot4

2https://github.com/cta-observatory/dl1-data-handler
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DL purposes. The training of the CNN-based models and their prediction, the actual full-event
reconstruction, are performed with CTLearn3 (Nieto et al. 2019a; Brill et al. 2019), a backend
for IACT analysis using TensorFlow.

Figure 1. Diagram depicting the main analysis steps of the MAGIC DL analysis
with CTLearn.

2. DL analysis with the MAGIC telescopes

Model selection. For this work, CTLearn’s Thin-ResNet (TRN) was selected based on pre-
vious studies (Grespan et al. 2021; Miener et al. 2021). Stereoscopic information are explored
by concatenating the images (integrated pixel charges and signal arrival times) of MAGIC1
and MAGIC2 channel-wise before feeding the network. We explored two different analysis
schemes, where we trained the same TRN model with raw images, containing besides the
Cherekov light of the shower also the fluctuations of the Night Sky Background (NSB), and
cleaned images, where pixels dominated by noise rather than Cherenkov light emission are set
to zero. The cleaning mask are obtained with the standard MARS analysis cleaning. Since the
pixel layout of the MAGIC cameras is a hexagonal lattice, we mapped them to a Cartesian
lattice using bilinear interpolation to directly apply CNNs (Nieto et al. 2019b).

Validation on simulations. To evaluate the performance common metrics like ROC curves,
energy and angular resolution curves are used, applying the same quality cuts (see Fig. 2). The
reconstruction performance is obtained using MC gamma simulations coming uniformly from
a 0.4◦ offset of the telescope pointing (ringwobble). To demonstrate the robustness of CNNs
trained with cleaned images, we tested all methods for the background rejection against MC
proton simulations and observational off data, where we do not expect any gamma-ray signal.

Figure 2. The performance parameters are obtained using the MC gamma simu-
lations (ringwobble). Left) ROC curves tested against MC proton simulations and
observational off data. Center) Angular resolution vs. reconstructed energy. Right)
Energy resolution vs. simulated energy.

3https://github.com/ctlearn-project/ctlearn
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Results on observational data. In this work, 2.93h observation of the standard gamma-ray
candle Crab Nebula, taken on four different nights in 2018 under good weather condition at low
zenith (zd < 35◦), are considered. The data have been analyzed with latest MARS software using
the standard settings for the analysis focusing of the medium energy (ME) - and low energy (LE)
range. For CTLearn, we strictly adopted the quality cuts from the MARS analysis. ME analysis

(> 250 GeV) apply the cuts: valid stereo reconstruction, θ2 < 0.009 deg2, hadronness < 0.16
and both hillas intensity sizes > 300 phe, while the LE analysis (> 100 GeV) apply the cuts:

valid stereo reconstruction, θ2 < 0.02 deg2, hadronness < 0.28 and both hillas intensity sizes
> 60 phe. To fairly compare the results, obtained with CNN-based models, with the standard
approach (random forest (RF) for the background rejection, Look-Up tables (LUTs) for the
energy estimation and RF for bidimensional direction reconstruction), the hadronness cut is
adjusted in the CTLearn analysis to equalize the background (bkg) rates for the corresponding
standard MARS analyses (ME or LE). A source detection is determined using a θ2 plot (see
Fig. 3 for the CTLearnME analysis with cleaned images) and the significance (Sig. in Tab. 1)
calculation (Eq. 17 in (Li & Ma 1983)). The main properties of all analyses are summarized
in Tab. 1. The sensitivity (Sen. in Tab. 1) is computed as the strength of the source that gives
excess/sqrt(background)= 5 after 50h.

Analysis Non No f f Nex γ rate [/min] bkg rate [/min] Sen. [% Crab] Sig. (Li&Ma)

MARS – ME 819 21.0 ± 2.6 798.0 ± 28.7 4.54 ± 0.16 0.119 ± 0.015 0.70 ± 0.05 43.0σ

CTLearn – ME (raw) 629 23.3 ± 3.1 605.7 ± 25.3 3.45 ± 0.14 0.133 ± 0.018 0.97 ± 0.08 36.5σ

CTLearn – ME (cleaned) 844 22.0 ± 2.7 822.0 ± 29.2 4.68 ± 0.17 0.125 ± 0.015 0.69 ± 0.05 43.6σ

MARS – LE 3579 679.0 ± 15.0 2900.0 ± 61.7 16.49 ± 0.35 3.861 ± 0.086 1.09 ± 0.03 61.1σ

CTLearn – LE (raw) 2730 673.7 ± 20.0 2056.3 ± 56.0 11.70 ± 0.32 3.832 ± 0.114 1.53 ± 0.05 47.5σ

CTLearn – LE (cleaned) 3536 680.7 ± 15.1 2855.3 ± 61.3 16.24 ± 0.35 3.872 ± 0.086 1.11 ± 0.03 60.4σ

Table 1. Summary of all performed analyses of the same Crab Nebula sample.

Figure 3. θ2 plot for the CTLearn ME analysis with cleaned images.
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3. Conclusions and outlook

This contribution shows for the first time that CNN-based full-event reconstruction works for
the MAGIC telescopes and that CTLearn analyses are capable of detecting the Crab Nebula with
a clear signal. We demonstrate that CNNs trained with cleaned images rather than raw images
show a stronger robustness, when applying them to observational data, and the performance
already matches the sensitivity of detection of the conventional analysis on real data. The
performance of CNNs trained with raw images can be optimized by pixel-wise tuning of the
NSB noise of the MCs (Vuillaume et al. 2021) to match the NSB level of each observation. The
selected TRN model is relatively shallow and further performance enhancements are foreseen
by increasing the model depth/complexity. Future work is planned, where the full performance
of CNNs under various observation conditions are evaluated.
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